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PERFORMANCE ≠
LIFE
— Editorial Remarks —
Jill Lane and Marcial Godoy‐AnaOvia

ESSAYS
LA INVASIÓN DE LA POLÍTICA

Graciela Montaldo
EPICENTER/EPICENTRO: RE TRACING THE PLAINS, PHOTO: HYBRIDPRESS.NET

Gloria by Allora & Calzadilla, Epicenter/Epicentro: Re
Tracing the Plains by John Hitchcock in collaboraOon with
The Dirty Printmakers of America

ARTE ≠ VIDA: A HISTORY AND REFLECTION ON THE
PROJECT

Deborah Cullen

O RE‐ENACTMENT COMO PRÁTICA ARTÍSTICA E
PEDAGÓGICA NO BRASIL

Tania Alice

JESSICA L. HORTON | UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

Gloria. Allora & Calzadilla. United States Pavilion of La Biennale de Venezia, the 54th InternaOonal Art ExhibiOon.
Venice, Italy. 4 June–27 November 2011.
Epicenter/Epicentro: Re Tracing the Plains. John Hitchcock in collaboraOon with The Dirty Printmakers of America.
DiparAmento di Studi LinguisAci e Culturali ComparaA, Università Ca' Foscari. Venice, Italy. 1–4 June 2011.

A 60‐ton overturned military tank nearly eclipses visitors’ view of the stately white
dome of the United States Pavilion during the 54th InternaOonal Art exhibiOon of
La Biennale di Venezia. At regular intervals throughout the exhibiOon, a US track
and ﬁeld athlete jogs on a treadmill imbedded in the tank’s right track. The violent
squealing and graOng of the rotaOng chains ﬁlls the air of the Giardini, one of two
main biennale exhibiOon sites, overpowering the soundtracks of neighboring
FIELD, 2011
PHOTO: JESSICA L. HORTON

Gabriela Rangel

TRANSLOCAS: MIGRATION, HOMOSEXUALITY, AND
TRANSVESTISM IN RECENT PUERTO RICAN
PERFORMANCE

Lawrence La Fountain‐Stokes

Gloria

ALLORA & CALZADILLA, TRACK AND

AN ART OF NOOKS: NOTES ON NON‐OBJECTUAL
EXPERIENCES IN VENEZUELA

country pavilions. In Track and Field (2011), Puerto Rico‐based arOsOc duo Allora &
Calzadilla do away with subtlety in favor of a direct invocaOon of the imposing

PERFORMING RIO DE JANEIRO: ARTISTIC
STRATEGIES IN TIMES OF BANDITOCRACY

Eleonora Fabião

DOSSIER: Art ≠ Poli=cs
CALL / CONVOCATORIA

specter of American militarism (ﬁg. 1). Here, as in the other pieces on view in the
pavilion, they treat naOonalism ﬁrst and foremost as an aestheOc language that
expresses itself through the military machine, ritualized bodies, and oﬃcial

architecture. The installaOons and performances inside the pavilion further the
arOsts’ invesOgaOons of “bio‐power” and technology, deforming and repurposing bodies and materials in conjuncOons
that are at once ominous and comical.
In the US Pavilion, Allora & Calzadilla need their characterisOc humor more than ever. As a pair of arOsts who have
staked a reputaOon on their criOcal treatment of colonial and militarist histories while living in a US colony, they occupy
a posiOon laced with absurdity: “represenOng” the US at the most famous (and expensive) of internaOonal art

REFLEXIONES SUICIDAS

Sandra Ceballos Obaya

STEP AND REPEAT

Nao Bustamante

AMERICAN GOLD

Regina José Galindo

biennales, in a pavilion underwrilen by the State Department. The scenario calls to mind Rebecca Belmore’s
commission for the Canadian Pavilion in 2005. As a highly poliOcal arOst of Anishinaabe heritage living in a seller‐
colonial territory, Belmore was driven to confront the paradoxes of naOonal endorsement in the Canadian Pavilion
head‐on in an evocaOve video work. In Fountain (2005), Belmore projected a video featuring her own bodily struggles
oﬀshore of a polluted industrial beach in Vancouver onto a sheet of falling water, thus experienOally linking the Pavilion
in Venice with the poliOcally charged landscape of southwestern Canada.1 Similarly, the six new pieces in Gloria,
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commissioned by Lisa D. Freiman of the Indianapolis Museum of Art, grapple with naOonalism not as an external force,
but as a language endemic to the physical and ideological frames of the exhibiOon space.
SOll, the most compelling pieces are those that reference the Pavilion only
obliquely. In Body in Flight (Delta) and Body in Flight (American) (2011),
meOculously carved wooden replicas of ﬁrst class seats oﬀered by compeOng

http://hemi.nyu.edu/hemi/en/e-misferica-81/horton
CATHOLIC PERFORMANCE ART MANIFESTO

Lydia Brawner

"DESPOLITIZAR" COMO ACCIÓN POLÍTICA EN LA
CENTROAMÉRICA CONTEMPORÁNEA

Anabelle Contreras Castro

airlines become props for spectacular gymnasOcs performed by female and male
members of the USA Olympic team, respecOvely (ﬁg. 2 & 3). The precise translaOon
of every fold and crease of pliable seaOng into hardwood emphasizes the
underlying scripOng of bodies mundanely shaped by technologies such as jet
planes. On the one hand, the performances exaggeratedly quote gendered rituals

A COMPLICATED AFFAIR: PERFORMING LIFE ON
THE MARGIN BETWEEN ART AND POLITICS

Nicolas Dumit Estevez

and symbols. The male gymnast drops sOﬄy, as in a military drill, or emulates the
rigid moOons of an airplane propeller; the female performer’s hands gesture with
the intricate ﬂourishes of a stewardess explicaOng the safety card. Undergirding the
work are obvious parallels between internaOonal sports compeOOons and the
ALLORA & CALZADILLA, BODY IN
FLIGHT (TOP: DELTA, BOTTOM:
AMERICAN), 2011

pavilions of the Giardini, where “art stars” of various naOonaliOes gather in
government sancOoned spaces to outshine their neighbors. SOll, Body in Flight pair
cannot be reduced to such equivalencies. Allora & Calzadilla also explore aestheOc

ERROR 404 A HEMIFESTA 2011

Ricardo Dominguez

¿ARTE ≠ POLÍTICA?: IN DEFENSE OF PERFORMANCE
PRAXIS

Lisse]e Olivares

excesses, for example, through the marvelous technique of woodcarving applied
PHOTO: JESSICA L. HORTON

with delicate care to an airplane seat. The movements of the dancers likewise
exceed any overt poliOcal message, endowing the implied uniformity of the
airplane module with the grace of modern dance.2

In an adjoining room, visitors approach an ATM machine imbedded in a giant pipe
organ (Algorithm, 2011) (ﬁg. 4). As visitors punch bulons and take out cash, each
miniscule gesture generates a unique sound from the organ. On the one hand, the
piece is governed by a gross logic: more money = louder noise = more arOsOc
experience. Yet the strange and lovely sounds, ever changing, suggest more
ALLORA & CALZADILLA, ALGORITHM,

creaOve possibiliOes than we are accustomed to associaOng with calculated
monetary exchanges.

2011
PHOTO: JESSICA L. HORTON

MY CONTRIBUTION

William Pope.L

MULTIMEDIOS
VIDEO SELECTIONS FROM THE ARTE ≠ VIDA:
ACTIONS BY ARTISTS OF THE AMERICAS,
1960–2000 EXHIBITION

ARTE ≠ VIDA: A CHRONOLOGY OF ACTIONS BY
ARTISTS OF THE AMERICAS, 1960–2000

In Armed Freedom Lying on a Sunbed (2011), Allora & Calzadilla have symbolically
toppled a bronze replica of the Statue of Freedom that had stood atop the US
Capitol since 1863 and shoved its gleaming surface into a glowing neon tanning

TUCUMÁN ARDE

bed. The installaOon succinctly calls alenOon to the resonances between the
Pavilion dome that looms overhead and the capitol’s architecture. But unlike the performances, there is no reason to
linger and ponder further; the poliOcal message, like the joke, is a one‐liner.
A ﬁnal work brings the generalized issues of naOonalism and bodies explored in Gloria to bear on a perennial topic in
Allora & Calzadilla’s oeuvre: the occupaOon and subsequent ousOng of the US military on the Puerto Rican island of
Vieques. In Half Mast/Full Mast (2010), the arOsts have carefully aligned the verOcal shay of a ﬂagpole to connect the
screens of a two channel video. Behind the pole(s), changing scenes of lush green forests, a herd of wild horses
crossing a ﬁeld, a classroom, and dilapidated buildings give a sense of the varied landscapes in Vieques. As the camera
lingers on the tableaus, a gymnast enters the frame, grasps the pole, and raises his body horizontally like a ﬂag. This
human banner alternately “ﬂies” at half or full mast, depending on whether the gymnast enters the bolom or top

BOOK REVIEWS
MALE TROUBLE: MASCULINITY AND THE
PERFORMANCE OF CRISIS BY FINTAN WALSH

Daniel Lukes

40 AÑOS DE PERFORMANCES E INTERVENCIONES
URBANAS DE CLEMENTE PADÍN

Yael Zaliasnik Schilkrut

screen. The piece forms a brilliant triad with the arOsts’ two previous works concerning Vieques, Returning a Sound
(2004) and Under Discussion (2005). Each involves bodily reterritorializaOon, simultaneously acknowledging the
ongoing environmental and psychological traces of the US occupaOon and insisOng on the creaOve persistence of local
life on the island, both human and otherwise.

Epicenter/Epicentro: Re Tracing the Plains
Tanks and territory are the subjects of another “American” art exhibiOon in Venice.
In several video and installaOon works, John Hitchcock, an arOst of Comanche

HISTORIA DE LA CLASE MEDIA ARGENTINA:
APOGEO Y DECADENCIA DE UNA ILLUSION BY
EZEQUIEL ADAMOVSKY

Jennifer Adair

ANTOLOGÍA: UN SIGLO DE DRAMATURGIA CHILENA
1910‐2010, COMPILADO Y EDITADO POR MARÍA DE
LA LUZ HURTADO Y MAURICIO BARRÍA

Isabel Baboun Garib

heritage who grew up on NaOve American lands in Oklahoma, grapples, in
collaboraOon with The Dirty Printmakers of America, with the global implicaOons of
the ongoing US military presence at nearby Fort Sill, built in 1869 during the Indian
Wars. Epicenter/Epicentro: Re Tracing the Plains is a grassroots exhibiOon eﬀort,
EPICENTER/EPICENTRO: RE TRACING
THE PLAINS, 2011
PHOTO: HYBRIDPRESS.NET

lacking the presOge, slickness, and wealth of the American Pavilion.3 Curated by art
historian Nancy Marie Mithlo from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, Epicenter
occupies a small gallery space run by the Università Ca' Foscari on a quiet stretch of
waterfront far from the bustling Grand Canal. There, it served to criOcally extend
Allora & Calzadilla’s discussions of naOonalism and militarism to less visible spaces

LIBERALISM AT ITS LIMITS: CRIME AND TERROR IN
THE LATIN AMERICAN CULTURAL TEXT DE ILEANA
RODRÍGUEZ

Héctor Domínguez‐Ruvalcaba

NOR‐TEC RIFA! ELECTRONIC DANCE MUSIC FROM
TIJUANA TO THE WORLD BY ALEJANDRO L. MADRID

Nuria Net

on the island of Venice. The exhibiOon was preceded by several weeks of print
giveaway events and temporary projecOons of key symbols in Hitchcock’s work on top of religious architecture around
Venice (ﬁg. 5).
At the core of Epicenter is a heap of indisOnguishable pieces of black felt printed with silver paint, which spill outward

O CORPO EM CRISE: NOVAS PISTAS E O CURTO‐
CIRCUITO DAS REPRESENTAÇÕES BY CHRISTINE
GREINER

CrisAna Rosa

into the disOnct shapes of buﬀalo skulls, deer heads, and army tanks. Together they form the loose outline of a ship on
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the gallery ﬂoor. From this base sprout three ﬂags, also made of felt, printed with
the repeated insignia of deer head and buﬀalo skull. On the third ﬂag, the image of
the military tank is pointedly replaced by the head of a horse, an animal that,

http://hemi.nyu.edu/hemi/en/e-misferica-81/horton
ORGULLO. CARLOS JÁUREGUI, UNA BIOGRAFÍA
POLÍTICA DE MABEL BELLUCCI

Mauro Orellana

following its introducOon by the Spanish into the Western Hemisphere, played an

EPICENTER/EPICENTRO: RE TRACING
THE PLAINS, 2011
PHOTO: JESSICA L. HORTON

important role in warfare and resistance among the Comanche and other groups
indigenous to the American plains (ﬁg. 6). The preferred vessel of pirates,

PERFORMING REMAINS: ART AND WAR IN TIMES
OF THEATRICAL REENACTMENT BY REBECCA
SCHNEIDER

conquistadors, and everyday VeneOans, the boat communicates a hybridized and

Lara Nielsen

shiying authority dispersed among symbols of warfare, indigenous America, and
global travel. A series of Hitchcock’s videos projected in small‐scale on a nearby
wall ﬁll the gallery space with a roar of bombs, indigenous drums, heavy metal
music, and anOquated warOme radio broadcasts. Images of marching soldiers,
talking heads, the atom bomb, and indigenous buﬀalo dancers ﬂash onto the

TROUBLING VISION: PERFORMANCE, VISUALITY,
AND BLACKNESS BY NICOLE R. FLEETWOOD

Joshua Javier Guzmán

screen. Repeatedly, the layers are overlaid with a ﬂashing red target intersected by the image of a buﬀalo (ﬁg. 7). Like
the installaOon, the videos propose an ambivalent relaOonship between symbols with mulOple resonances, invoking
the history of NaOve religious dance, tools of warfare and transport, the decline of buﬀalo populaOons, and the
converse proliferaOon of deer in the United States (one excepOon being Hitchcock’s current home of Wisconsin, where
deer populaOons are disappearing at alarming rates due to chronic wasOng disease).

PERFORMANCE REVIEWS
JUAN DOWNEY: THE INVISIBLE ARCHITECT BY
VALERIE SMITH

Sarah Montross

The overwhelming jumble of sound and images in Epicenter undermine the neat,
clean lines of naOonalist aestheOcs so eﬀecOvely highlighted in Gloria. Through its
referenOal excesses, the exhibiOon marks a disturbance of the clarity necessary for
the unilateral exercise of power and enactment of naOonal belonging. More
signiﬁcantly, the ﬂashing, heavy metal aestheOc of the video and installaOon create

GLORIA BY ALLORA & CALZADILLA,
EPICENTER/EPICENTRO: RE TRACING THE PLAINS
BY JOHN HITCHCOCK IN COLLABORATION WITH THE
DIRTY PRINTMAKERS OF AMERICA

Jessica L. Horton

an unexpected pla€orm for the emergence of indigenous themes and symbols
EPICENTER/EPICENTRO: RE TRACING
THE PLAINS, 2011
PHOTO: HYBRIDPRESS.NET

inside the military war machine. One need only consider historically the enormous
parOcipaOon of NaOve Americans in the US military to recognize the signiﬁcance of
this gesture. Or, thinking of the presence of Fort Sill on tradiOonal NaOve American

LA LABANDERA DE FELIPE RIVAS SAN MARTÍN

Mapas Marambio de la Fuente

land, we might say that it is US naOonalism that occupies the terrain of indigenous
meanings, the conﬂaOon resulOng in their mutual deformaOon. The quadrate target
used to violently frame the sacred buﬀalo also evokes the four sacred direcOons in

many NaOve American religions; the drums of the 1894 Buﬀalo Dance blend with the thuds of contemporary metal

LAS RUTAS DE JULIA DE BURGOS

Vanessa Pérez Rosario

music; hard‐edged imagery of skulls and tanks gives way to touchable felt. Epicenter takes such imbricaOons as the
starOng point for any conversaOon about the entwined geopoliOcal futures of culturally disOnct peoples, in Venice or
elsewhere.

BECOMING TRANSREAL: A BIO‐DIGITAL
PERFORMANCE BY MICHA CÁRDENAS AND ELLE
MEHRMAND

Corbin Zara
Together, Gloria and Epicenter treat naOonalism and militarism not only as sites of death and closure, but as
unavoidable forces shaping contemporary arOsOc and poliOcal acOon. There is always room for both deformity and
transcendence.

Jessica L. Horton is a doctoral candidate in Visual and Cultural Studies at the University of Rochester and a Wyeth
Fellow at the Center for Advanced Study of the Visual Arts at the NaOonal Gallery of Art, 2011–2013. Horton is

FILM REVIEWS
AVENTURAS FAMILIARES BY CHETO CASTELLANO,
DANIEL BENAVIDES, AND LISSET TE OLIVARES

Jian Chen

currently compleOng a dissertaOon Otled Places to Stand: History, Memory, and LocaAon in NaAve North American Art.
Her arOcles are forthcoming in Journal of TransnaAonal American Studies and Shapeshiming: TransformaAons in NaAve
American Art at the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, MA. She writes about modern and contemporary art from North
America in global contexts.

Notes
1

Jann Bailey and Scol Watson. 2005. Rebecca Belmore: Fountain. Vancouver: Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery, the

University of BriOsh Columbia.
2

The choreography for these performances is a collaboraOon between Allora & Calzadilla, gymnast David Durante, and

modern dance choreographer Rebecca Davis.
3

Epicenter is the sixth installment of exhibiOons opened alongside the Venice Biennale by curator and art historian
Nancy Marie Mithlo and collaborators (Indigenous Arts AcOon Alliance, or IA3) since 1999. This year, the group opted
not to pay the heyy price tag to gain oﬃcial “collateral” status within the Biennale proper. The exhibiOon also included
works by the printmakers’ collecOve, The Dirty Printmakers of America. For full documentaOon, see the exhibiOon
website. Accessed 3 June 2011:
hlps://mywebspace.wisc.edu/jhitchcock/venice/venice.html.
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